
Motif

● A motif is any element, subject, idea or concept that is 
constantly present through the entire body of literature. 
○ Using a motif refers to the repetition and reinforcement of a specific theme 

dominating the literary work. 
○ Motifs are very noticeable and play a significant role in defining the nature 

of the story, the course of events, and the very fabric of the literary piece.



Motif vs. Symbol

● A motif is a recurring idea or concept throughout a text.
● A symbol is an object that represents something it is not. Common examples are 

that a heart is a symbol for love or an apple is a symbol for teachers.
● A writer may use a symbol to reinforce motif.
● For example, “death” could be a motif in a literary work. An author would not 

necessarily have to use the word “death” to express the motif. S/he might write 
“funeral,” “grave,” “dead,” and so on. Furthermore, s/he could depict death-like 
images to add to the motif.
○ A writer may place a coffin in a scene of the text. The coffin itself is a symbol for death. It is an 

object that represents death. The symbol of the coffin would add to the “death” motif.

○ Symbols may contribute to a motif. The motif reinforces theme.



Example: Motif

● In many famed fairy tales, the motif of a “handsome prince” falling in love with a 
“damsel in distress” and the two being bothered by a wicked stepmother, evil 
witch or beast, and finally conquering all to live “happily ever after” is a common 
motif.

● Also:
○ Clothing

○ Seasons

○ Colors

○ Apparent death

○ Supernatural Adversaries

○ Supernatural Helpers

○ Extraordinary Animals

○ Magical Objects

● Witches
● Wishes
● Beautiful Princess
● Floods
● Foolish or Dimwitted 

Hero
● Importance of Threes
● Illness
● Flowers/plants

● The (Victorious) 
Underdog

● Struggle of the Poor/Rich
● The Journey of Escape
● The Inward Struggle    
● The Quest
● The Faithful Friend
● The Love Triangle
● Serpent, garden, tree...



A Shakespearean Example: Motif
● A motif in Romeo and Juliet is “light and dark.” Some examples include:

○ Throughout the play, Romeo refers to Juliet as a powerful light source.

○ The night (moon) is no match for Juliet’s beauty.

○ Juliet, too, says Romeo lights her.

○ The lovers are “stars” that light the dark sky.

○ Their love is discussed as a flash of lightning.

● The ideas and concepts regarding light and dark repeated above contribute to the motif throughout 

the play.

○ The motif of “light and dark” itself contributes to the theme of the play.

○ Shakespeare exposes dichotomies, such as light and dark, in the play in order to emphasize that 

Romeo and Juliet’s love was doomed from the beginning. The contrast of light and dark only 

furthers the idea that they, together, cannot sustain, as light and dark cannot coexist—one 

always cancels out the other.



Motifs to Trace in The Crucible

● Accusations

● The forest/wilderness

● Reputation/status

● The Devil’s Book (“The Black Book”)

● Court Trials 

● Land 

● Witches and witchcraft

● Jealousy

● Empowerment


